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Reversible hydrogen incorporation was recently attested [N. Lu, et al., Nature 546, 124 (2017)] in
SrCoO2.5, the brownmillerite phase (BM) of strontium cobalt oxide (SCO), opening new avenues in
catalysis and energy applications. However, existing theoretical studies of BM-SCO are insufficient,
and that of HSrCoO2.5, the newly-reported hydrogenated SCO (H-SCO) phase, is especially scarce.
In this work, we demonstrate how the electron-counting model (ECM) can be used in understanding
the phases, particularly in explaining the stability of the oxygen-vacancy channels (OVCs), and in
examining the Co valance problem. Using density-functional theoretical (DFT) methods, we analyze
the crystalline, electronic, and magnetic structures of BM- and H-SCO. Based on our structure
search, we discovered stable phases with large bandgaps (> 1 eV) for both BM-SCO and H-SCO,
agreeing better with experiments on the electronic structures. Our calculations also indicate limited
charge transfer from H to O, which may explain the special stability of the H-SCO phase and
the reversibility of H incorporation observed in experiments. In contrary to the initial study, our
calculations also suggest intrinsic antiferromagnetism (AFM) of H-SCO, showing how the measured
ferromagnetism (FM) has possible roots in hole doping.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In 2017, reversible hydrogen incorporation and three-
phase interconversion was realized1 in the brownmillerite
(BM) phase of strontium cobalt oxide (SCO, or strontium
cobaltite), of a chemical formula SrCoO2.5, via ionic-
liquid gating; and a new, hydrogenated phase of SCO
(H-SCO, formula HSrCoO2.5) was discovered. Due to
its exceptionally robust oxygen-vacancy channels (OVCs)
which facilitate ionic transport, incorporation, and ex-
traction, BM-SCO has promising prospects in fuel cell
technology, energy storage, and catalysis. Such break-
through in the study and manipulation of magnetic com-
plex oxides is also highly encouraging towards ongoing
research in the field.
Illustration of the two phases are provided in the form
of Fig. 1, with the structures available in the .cif for-
mat in Supplemental Material (SM) for the interested
reader.2To distinguish between the various cobalt (Co)
and oxygen (O) sites, we named the Co centers according
to their coordination numbers (Co(6) is six-coordinated,
etc.), and the O sites according to the metallic sites they
are approximately coplanar with [O(6) for Co(6), O(Sr) for
strontium (Sr), etc.].
For the further engineering of SCO, especially for fuel
cell applications, insights in both the actively-researched
BM-SCO, and the novel and barely-researched H-SCO
phases, are indispensable. However, some fundamental
issues remain unresolved.
Firstly, there are uncertainties regarding their ground-
state crystalline, electronic, and magnetic structures.
Though it has been experimentally3 and numerically4,5
established that BM-SCO has a G-type antiferromag-
netic (AFM) and semiconducting ground state, with
a crystallographic space-group symmetry variously de-
scribed as Ima2 5,6 or Imma,7 it must be noted that a
FIG. 1. (Color online) illustrations of the (a) BM-SCO and
(b) H-SCO phases; the different Co and O sites are here color-
coded for illustrative purpose.
definite value of the bandgap has not been provided in
literature, with discrepancies among the calculated and
measured values (Table I). This problem is likely to be
aggravated by the experimental conditions, the electronic
environment (such as the ionic-liquid gating employed in
[1]), the presence of defects, secondary phases, and dif-
ferent local configurations, as well as the variance in the
actual optical transitions measured.
Even less well understood is the H-SCO phase. The
initial study1 indicates a semiconductor with a wider
bandgap relative to BM-SCO, exhibiting weak ferromag-
netism (FM); however, the presented numerical evidence
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2TABLE I. Comparison of some attested bandgap values in
BM-SCO.
Reference Study type Bandgap (eV) Notes
Pardo et al. 4 Numerical 0.69a U − J = 4 eVb
Mun˜oz et al. 5 Numerical 0.63a b
Lu et al. 1 Numerical 0.25a U − J = 4 eVb
Liang et al. 6 Numerical 1.4 U − J = 6.5 eVb
Choi et al. 8 Experimental 0.35
Saib et al. 9 Experimental 1.10
Lu et al. 1 Experimental 2.12
a Estimated from the densities of states (DOSes).
b Generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) with on-site
Coulomb interaction (+U).
was insufficient towards confirming the experimental ob-
servations. Moreover, the measured FM is counterintu-
itive according to the superexchange picture, which for
an overwhelming majority of magnetic oxide semiconduc-
tors predicts intrinsically AFM couplings; the possibility
exists that the experimentally-observed FM was carrier-
mediated and could be attributed to dopants and defects,
as is usual for FM in semiconductors.10,11 Indeed, a com-
parison between the two magnetic couplings would have
been instructive towards resolving this difficulty, but was
wanting. Also, properly characterizing the ground-state
configuration is a prerequisite for further investigations
into diffusion mechanisms in H-SCO, which are invalu-
able towards potential device applications.
Another issue is the robustness of the OVCs. In semi-
conductors, vacancies are often disordered, and have
positive formation energies.12–14 However, the oxygen-
deficient BM-SCO phase is variously attested as sta-
ble or metastable8,15,16 with respect to oxidation to
the fully-oxygenated and perovskite-structured SCO (P-
SCO, formula SrCoO3). Furthermore, the OVCs in BM-
SCO are arranged in a parallel manner consistent with
the aforementioned symmetries, which define its highly
directional17 ionic transport18 and catalytic9,19 proper-
ties. The importance of such robust OVCs towards ap-
plications is self-obvious, but the physical origin of this
stability is yet unclear.
In view of the promising prospect of BM-SCO (and
by extension, H-SCO), and the aforementioned issues
surrounding the phases, we set out to revisit the basic
problem of their stabilities. Qualitatively, the electron-
counting model (ECM),20 widely used in the investiga-
tions of surface reconstructions and in stability analyses
of semiconducting surface states, may offer insights to-
wards our problem. Such models and insights can then
be quantitatively verified by density-functional theoreti-
cal (DFT) calculations, which allow for the determination
of the ground state of the SCO phases, and subsequently
their electronic structures.
II. ELECTRON-COUNTING MODELS
To the best of our knowledge, the application of the
ECM formalism to the analysis of defects or defect com-
plexes, which the OVCs are, is previously unheard of.
However, since the OVCs of BM-SCO (and H-SCO) can
be considered as specially-aligned inner surfaces, they
should also in principle satisfy ECM. Now, the key to
ECM is the fulfilling of the octet rule around atoms
by coordination, where a fractional number of electrons
in each of such assumed “coordinate bonds” (hereafter
called “bonds”, but not in the strict chemical sense) is
permitted; previously, similar treatment has been pro-
posed in the ECM investigation of TiO2.
21
We proceed to show that BM-SCO [Fig. 1(a)] satis-
fies ECM, with the following simplifying assumptions.
Firstly, we assume that both types of Co centers, irre-
spective of their local electronic environments, have six
surrounding “lobes” of charge distributions. This as-
sumption suggests that the four-coordinated or “tetrahe-
dral” Co center (Co(4)) can be considered as a distorted
“octahedral” (i.e. six-coordinated) center (Co(6)), with
two dangling bonds in lieu of the missing O atoms. We
also note the average valence of Co to be three, justified
by balancing the formal oxidation states of the elements
per chemical formula of BM-SCO; therefore, a Co atom
contributes 3/6 electron to each Co–O bond.
Since ECM requires dangling bonds on the cationic
centers to be empty,20 for each Co(4) center, a surplus of
one electron is incurred. As for each O atom, invariably
bonded to two Co centers regardless of its site, it gains
in total one electron from the two bonds beside its six
valence electrons – still one electron short of an octet.
With the above discussion, and noting how Co(6) and
Co(4) centers are equal in concentration, we examine the
electronic surplus per formula of BM-SCO (SrCoO2.5)
and show electronic balance to indeed be achieved, hence
stabilizing the OVCs:
1× (+2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sr
+ 0.5× (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Co(6)
+ 0.5× (+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Co(4)
+ 2.5× (−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
O
= 0. (1)
As for H-SCO [Fig. 1(b)], we can consider two possibil-
ities in assigning a charge state to hydrogen (H), which is
known to assume different charge states even in the same
material, such as Si;22 the determination of which is often
a point of contention. The first possibility is that H is
considered nil-valent, equivalent to the weak-O–H bonds
limit. This makes the phase very much like BM-SCO,
only with H incorporated via physisorption. The charge
transfers and valence changes, if any, would be small in
this case, in essence preserving the BM-SCO ECM above.
The other possibility is that H is taken to be monova-
lent, with strong O–H bonds; this essentially results in
a charge transfer to the O(Sr) atoms, to which H atoms
are bonded. To simplify matters, we just take H as an
electron donor,6 like Sr. Assume for a moment a Co va-
lence of v. Each Co–O bond thus consists of v/6 electron
3from Co and (8− v) /6 electron from O, amounting to an
excess of v/3 electron per Co(4). Each O has an electron
deficiency of 8− 6− 2 · v/6 = (6− v) /3; thus to strike
electronic balance, this equality needs to be satisfied:
1× (+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H
+ 1× (+2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sr
+ 0.5× (0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Co(6)
+ 0.5×
(v
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Co(4)
+ 2.5×
(
v − 6
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
O
= 0. (2)
Hence we have v = 2, meaning that the charge transfer
induces a valence change in Co from (III) to (II), con-
sistent with previous proposals;1,23 which of the pictures
is more descriptive of H-SCO remains to be verified by
calculations.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. General methodology
The Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)24,25
was used to perform all calculations. Spin-polarized cal-
culations were done using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
formulation of the generalized-gradient approximation
(PBE-GGA),26 with pseudopotentials (PPs) generated
by the projector augmented-wave (PAW)27,28 method.
A G-type spin texture was assumed for AFM calcula-
tions. Plane-wave bases were truncated to a 400-eV en-
ergy cutoff, and gamma-centered k-point meshes were
used to sample the reciprocal space. All lattice-vector,
positional, and electronic degrees of freedom were re-
laxed, with forces on individual atoms converged to un-
der 0.02 eV/A˚. For atomic charge [resp. magnetic mo-
ment (MM)] analyses, the integrated site- and orbital-
projected charge (resp. spin) density around each atom
was found by the PAW-based quick projection scheme as
implemented in VASP.
Simulation cells were constructed based on a fully-
relaxed 36-atom BM-SCO primitive cell, similar to the
cell of Ima2 symmetry described by Mun˜oz et al.5 (It
should be noted that the reported G-type AFM neces-
sitated the doubling of the primitive cell.) Single-H ad-
sorption was studied using a 144-atom 1×2×2 BM-SCO
host supercell. The k-point meshes used for primitive-cell
and supercell calculations were 2 × 5 × 5 and 2 × 3 × 3
respectively; after full relaxations, band structures were
calculated by sampling k-points along the twelve edges
of the irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ) (Fig. 2) of the or-
thogonal primitive cell. The k-point mesh size, and the
plane-wave energy cutoff, were convergence-tested to en-
sure the physicality of the results.
The effects of correlation between Co-d electrons were
included by considering the on-site Coulomb interaction
(U), utilizing the simplified, rotationally-invariant Hub-
bard model29 by Dudarev et al.,30 where the Coulomb
FIG. 2. Schematics of the first BZ (in thin lines) and the IBZ
(in thicker lines) of the BM-SCO and H-SCO phases, with the
high-symmetry points labeled.
U and the exchange J parameters enter the Hamilto-
nian via only their difference U − J , which we simplified
to U by choosing J = 0. After extensive tests (see Sec-
tion III B), we settled on choosing U = 4 eV, in keeping
with previous practice in BM-SCO calculations.1,5
B. U and functional testing
Seeing how H-SCO and BM-SCO should be a pri-
ori treated as distinct materials, and established pa-
rameters which work for BM-SCO may be suboptimal
for H-SCO, we conducted tests on the structural, elec-
tronic, and magnetic properties of H-SCO, with respect
to the choice of exchange–correlation functionals and
U parameters. Based on the configuration reported
in [1], we constructed a symmetrized H-SCO unit cell
[Fig. 1(b)]; which we then relaxed using the local-density-
approximation (LDA) and PBE-GGA functionals, in
conjunction with their corresponding PP sets, with the
U parameter set between 0 and 5 eV.
The trend for the bandgap energy is consistent across
both functionals (Fig. 3) that it increases with increas-
ing U ; and for LDA, the gap closes when U is small. In
view of the prominent Co-d character of the valence and
conduction bands of BM-SCO,5 we would expect the sit-
uation to be somewhat similar in H-SCO. Since the Hub-
bard U term adjusts the strength of the on-site Coulomb
interaction between Co-d electrons, the band edges (and
thus the bandgap energy) are naturally highly dependent
on it. Due to the loss of the bandgap with LDA at small
U , we deemed such settings to be unsuitable for the de-
scription of H-SCO, although they gave good agreement
to the crystalline structure (Supp. Fig. 2).2
We also tested for the magnetic coupling energy
∆FAFM−FM/NCo, i.e. the free energy difference per Co
atom between the AFM and FM phases, to check the en-
ergetic favorability of the two couplings. To our surprise,
AFM was found to be energetically favorable relative to
FM, consistently for both functionals (Fig. 4) at all tested
4FIG. 3. Plots of the bandgap energy Eg of H-SCO, if any,
against the U parameter, for the (a) LDA and (b) PBE-GGA
functionals; bandgaps estimated from the eigenvalues of the
highest-occupied and lowest-unoccupied bands on the 2×5×5
k-point mesh.
FIG. 4. Plot of the magnetic coupling energy
∆FAFM−FM/NCo of H-SCO against the U parameter,
for both the LDA and PBE-GGA functionals.
values of U , in apparent contradiction to the experimen-
tal observation in [1].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
[Rf. SM2 for band-component analyses (Section IV,
SM) and .cif files (Section V, SM) of the three discussed
BM-SCO structures, namely, phases 1–3, and that of the
lowest-energy H-SCO structure.]
TABLE II. Comparison of the three obtained BM-SCO
phases, with phase 1, 2, and 3 being Pmc21-orthorhombic,
slightly monoclinic, and Ima2 -orthorhombic, respectively.
Property Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Lattice constants
a, b, c (A˚)
15.589,
5.570, 5.438
15.636,
5.334, 5.440a
15.529,
5.601, 5.401
O(Sr)–Co(4)–O(Sr)
angle θ1
139° 138° 126°
O(Sr)–Co(4)–O(Sr)
angle θ2
139° 141° 126°
Relative free en-
ergy ∆F per for-
mula (eV)
0 +0.123 +0.0368
Co(6) MM (µB) 2.959 2.971(2) 2.958
Co(4) MM (µB) 2.915 2.4(5) 2.907(1)
Bandgap energy
(eV), nature
1.37, direct 0.67, indirect 0.93,
(estimate)b
a Indexed with reference to the phase-1 cell.
b Estimated from the eigenvalues sampled on the k-point mesh.
FIG. 5. Illustration of the distribution of the longer Co(6)–
O(6) bonds (overlaid with gray arrows) in phase-1 BM-SCO;
note how the bond arrangements about the two circled Co(6)
centers,
(
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
)
apart in direct coordinates, are different.
Also shown: definitions of the O(Sr)–Co(4)–O(Sr) bond angles
θ1 and θ2.
A. The brownmillerite phase
A BM-SCO cell was first obtained after detailed struc-
ture optimization. The most stable structure we ob-
tained, hereafter referred to as phase 1, retains from the
Ima2 space group the reflectional symmetry about the
OVCs, and the 21 screw axes along them. However, a
split among the Co(6)–O(6) bond lengths to 2.052(4) A˚
and 1.84660(8) A˚ eliminates the translational symmetry
between the two planes of Co(6) (Fig. 5), thus lowering
the symmetry to a shifted Pmc21. It has large direct
bandgaps of 1.37 eV (Table II) at the Y and S points
[Fig. 6(a)], with the valence and conduction bands (VB
and CB, resp.) governed by the coupling between Co-3d
and O-2p orbitals (Supp. Fig. 8).2
In addition to this most-stable phase 1, we also ob-
5FIG. 6. (Color online) plots of the band structures of (a) phase-1 and (b) phase-2 BM-SCO near the band edges, with spin-up
(resp. -down) bands in red (color)/light gray (grayscale) solid lines [resp. blue (color)/dark gray (grayscale) dotted lines].
tained an almost-orthorhombic (90° < α < 90.1°) phase
with a relatively small gap, which we named phase 2 ; this
phase is 123 meV higher in energy compared to phase 1
for each formula of SrCoO2.5. The bandgap energy also
decreases to 0.67 eV, with the CB minimum (CBM) shift-
ing to the Γ point [Fig. 6(b)]. [Note that as an approxi-
mation, the reciprocal space of phase-2 BM-SCO is tra-
versed (Fig. 2) as if the cell is orthorhombic.] Beside
the unit-cell distortion, some other geometric differences
between these two structures are noted, mainly in the
O(Sr)–Co(4)–O(Sr) bond angles (Fig. 5): in phase 1, the
angles θ1 ≈ θ2 ≈ 139°; while for phase 2, θ1 ≈ 141° and
θ2 ≈ 138°, breaking the 21-screw axis symmetry along
the OVCs. Such local structural distortions induce the
decrease of the Co(4) MMs (Table II), creating also a pre-
dominantly Co(4)–O(Sr) gap state [Supp. Fig. 9(b), (e)],
2
causing a smaller overall bandgap; intuitively, the p–d
couplings are changed upon the symmetry-breaking.
As a control, another orthorhombic phase, phase 3,
was obtained by relaxation under a forced Ima2 5 symme-
try. Despite the minute differences in the lattice param-
eters (Table II), the bandgap width decreases to 0.93 eV;
the structure is also 36.8 meV per formula of BM-SCO
higher in energy than phase 1. Moreover, our phonon
calculations2 also indicate the dynamical instability of
this Ima2 phase with respect to the Pmc21 phase 1.
As the difference in space groups arises from the differ-
ing Co–O bond lengths on the octahedral layer (Fig. 5),
the spontaneous and energetically-favorable symmetry-
breaking in going from phase 3 to phase 1 can be seen
as a manifestation of the Jahn–Teller effect.31,32
The above results also suggest how sensitive the elec-
tronic and magnetic properties of BM-SCO are to the
local structures, especially near the OVC; the phases,
which can all be considered perturbations to a predom-
inantly Ima2 symmetry, may easily interconvert due to
thermal fluctuations at typical working temperatures of
solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), which are in the order of
102 to 103 K.33 This may also explain why previous the-
oretical studies predicted small bandgaps, inconsistent
with recent experiments (Table I).
B. The hydrogenated phase
1. Lowest-energy configuration
To gain insights towards the construction of a low-
energy H-SCO phase, we first examined the preferred
adsorption sites at the dilute limit. A single H atom
was introduced to the large (1 × 2 × 2) BM-SCO su-
percell at different possible adsorption sites, which are
listed in Fig. 7 along with their relative free energies.
The most energetically-favorable configuration, “O(Sr)–
O(6)-away” [Fig. 7(a)], has the H atom bonded to an
O(Sr), pointing away from the OVC towards a nearby
O(6). This differs from earlier studies
1,6 suggesting the
relative stability of the “O(Sr)–O(4)-across” configuration
[Fig. 7(f)] at the dilute limit, which we found to be
marginally less favorable energetically by 40 meV; rel-
ative to the “adsorption–coordination site” (i.e. O(6)
[Fig. 7(b), (c)], O(Sr) [Fig. 7(a), (f)], and between metal
ions [Fig. 7(d), (e)]) on which the H atom settle, its ori-
entation would seem to exert a much smaller effect on
the energy.
Other configurations, like having the H atom directly
adjacent to a Co site, were also sampled, but they were
unfeasible and eventually converged to the listed ones.
Still, we do note that it is almost impossible to ex-
haust all the possible configurations, given the multi-
tudes of adsorption sites and H orientations, even when
we only considered the single-H cases; analysis of the
intermediate-hydrogenation regime would be notedly6
and prohibitively difficult.
6FIG. 7. Single-H adsorption sites, viewed along the [001¯] di-
rection; adsorbed H and surrounding atoms boxed as visual
aid. Relative free energies ∆F of the 1× 2× 2 supercells are
also listed above each figure. OVCs are marked with crosses
in (a).
As discussed in Section III, SM,2 we have shown
the single-H states to be semiconducting and localized,
which suggests the generality of the stable local con-
figurations of adsorbed H atoms, and their relevance
even at elevated H concentrations. Hence, based on the
single-H results, we then proceeded to construct fully-
hydrogenated H-SCO unit cells by putting H atoms onto
O(Sr), which is the preferred site at the dilute limit,
when also ideally preserving the Ima2 -like symmetry
of BM-SCO. Among the tested configurations (Fig. 8),
“(O(Sr)–O(4)-across)+(O(Sr)–O(6)-away, +c)” [Fig. 8(c)],
i.e. that which was constructed for the functional and U -
parameter tests [Fig. 1(b)], has the lowest energy. This
configuration has H orientations arranged highly sym-
metrically, with half the H pointing across the OVCs to
opposing O(4); and half towards O(6) pointing away from
the OVCs, in the +c direction relative to the adsorb-
ing O(Sr), essentially mixing the lowest-energy single-H
configurations reported in previous investigations1,6 and
FIG. 8. (Color online) fully-hydrogenated H-SCO primi-
tive cells, and their relative free energies ∆F per formula of
HSrCoO2.5. The eight arrows in each subfigure indicate the
approximate orientations of the O(Sr)–H bonds.
ours in equal proportions. Such is identical to the up-
per channel in the configuration presented in [1], which
we also attempted to replicate; however, it settled into
the “(O(Sr)–O(4)-across)+(O(Sr)–O(6)-away, +c)+(O(Sr)-
along)” configuration [Fig. 8(e)], qualitatively differing
from the lowest-energy configuration [Fig. 8(c)] only by
turning one of the four H atoms in the “O(Sr)–O(4)-
across” orientation such that it now points along the
OVC. This break of symmetry is however energetically
unfavorable by a moderate margin of 24 meV per for-
mula.
Other configurations were formed by orienting
the O(Sr)–H bonds towards different O(6) atoms
[Fig. 8(a), (b)], such that the O–H bonds point towards
[Fig. 8(a)] or away from [Fig. 8(b)] the OVCs, in the
−c direction; these are found to incur considerable en-
ergy penalties. Intriguingly, pointing all O–H bonds away
from the OVCs [Fig. 8(d)] like the single-H favored case
[Fig. 7(a)] in a crisscross manner turns out to be very en-
ergetically unfavorable; unless one aligns all O–H bonds
to be coplanar along the (011) plane [Fig. 8(f)], induc-
ing a shrink along said diagonal upon cell relaxation and
7resulting in a monoclinic cell with α ≈ 84°, which is rela-
tively low in energy. This is reminiscent of the polymor-
phism of crystal symmetries found in perovskites,34 to
which brownmillerites (of which H-SCO is a derivative)
are closely related.
2. Structural, electronic, and magnetic properties
The lattice constants a, b, and c in the obtained H-SCO
phase increase to 16.064 A˚, 5.727 A˚, and 5.626 A˚ respec-
tively, indicating lattice expansion relative to BM-SCO
due to hydrogen incorporation. The primitive cell ex-
hibits a shifted Pna21 symmetry, preserving the 21 screw
axes of the brownmillerite structure along the OVCs and
the glide planes (100) and (200) of the idealized Ima2
cell, at the cost of the reflection symmetry of the OVCs
about the Co(4)–O(4) planes. This is in contrast with
the Pmc21 BM-SCO cells, where the glide planes are lost
instead. Indeed, the change of space groups upon hy-
drogenation is not unheard of; as a more drastic exam-
ple, hydrogen-doping proves effective in stabilizing the
zincblende phase against the wurtzite phase in, for ex-
ample, zinc oxide and gallium nitride.35
The change in the electronic structure (Fig. 9) relative
to the BM-SCO phase is drastic. H-SCO has a bandgap
1.99-eV wide, 620 meV wider than that of BM-SCO,
in qualitative agreement with previous results1 that the
bandgap widened by 720 meV upon hydrogenation. Like
in BM-SCO, the valence and conduction bands are still
heavy in Co-3d and O-2p characters, yet complications
arise: the CBM is now shifted to the Γ point, acquiring a
somewhat s–d character (Supp. Fig. 10).2 Compared to
the BM-SCO CBM, which is of p–d character, the band
curvature is much increased, suggesting enhanced carrier
mobility when the system is lightly electron-doped.
As mentioned in Section III B, in seeming contradiction
with the experimentally-reported FM,1 the G-type AFM
in BM-SCO is preserved, and is stabilized against FM by
56 meV per Co atom. The finding is also qualitatively
supported by hybrid and meta-GGA DFT results (Sec-
tion I C, SM).2 This apparent inconsistency, as we will
later address in Section IV C, may possibly be attributed
to hole-mediated FM in the experimental sample. The
MMs on Co(6) and Co(4) become 2.627 µB and 2.647 µB
respectively, about 0.3 µB lower compared to those in
BM-SCO.
From Table III, it is seen that the projected charge
and MMs of the Co-d orbitals are qualitatively similar,
consistent with our ECM where Co(6) and Co(4) centers
are treated as having the same valence, and identical up
to the number of O ligands. We hereby give a simplistic
argument towards the Co MM, in terms of the atomic
orbital couplings; we begin by considering BM-SCO. As-
sume for Co a d7 configuration (Fig. 10). Considering
the assumed OH symmetry of a Co center, the eg (dz2 ,
dx2−y2) orbitals are split upwards relative to the t2g (dxy,
dyz, dzx) orbitals by the crystal field. With sufficiently
FIG. 9. (Color online) plot of the band structure of H-
SCO near the band edges, with spin-up (resp. -down) bands
in red (color)/light gray (grayscale) solid lines [resp. blue
(color)/dark gray (grayscale) dotted lines].
FIG. 10. Schematics of the energy splitting of the Co-d or-
bitals.
large exchange splitting ex. between the spins, relative
to the crystal-field splitting crys., the five majority-spin
states would be fully occupied, and the remaining elec-
trons occupy two of the minority-spin t2g states.
Now, we consider the hopping of electrons between the
Co and O orbitals, as described in the tight-binding and
Hubbard29 models. For convenience, we align the z-axis
TABLE III. Select orbital projections of the charges and mag-
netic moments around various species in BM-SCO and H-
SCO.
Orbital
Charge (elem. charge) MM (µB)
BM-SCO H-SCO BM-SCO H-SCO
Co(6)-d 6.982 7.173 2.955 2.6055(5)
Co(4)-d 7.0865(5) 7.1695(5) 2.863 2.591
O(Sr)-d 3.439 3.555(8) 0.1595(5) 0.022(4)
H-s N/A 0.606(3) N/A 0.0005(5)
8along the Co–O “bond”. By symmetry arguments, we
see that the Co-dz2 (i.e. eg) and O-pz (or O-s) orbitals
directly overlap, allowing the electrons to easily hop be-
tween the orbitals. (This is, in the hybridization lan-
guage, σ-bonding.) Less direct yet still permitted is hop-
ping (i.e. pi-bonding) between the Co-dxy (i.e. t2g) and
O-px orbitals, and the Co-dyz and O-py orbitals. This
creates further splitting among the Co-d states, partially
populating the minority-spin Co-d levels with electrons
which hopped from O, thus contributing to a d-orbital
MM of slightly less than three.
As for H-SCO, it is seen that the O–H bond strength
is at a delicate balance which gives rise to the interest-
ing and useful properties of H-SCO seen experimentally.
Around H atoms, the charge is qualitatively close to unity
(≈ 0.6 elem. charge) (Table III), and the increase of
that around O(Sr) is small (≈ 0.1 elem. charge) com-
pared to the O(Sr) charge in BM-SCO. This indicates
a weak charge transfer from H to O(Sr), evident of ph-
ysisorption of H in a BM-SCO scaffold, corresponding
to the proposed weakly-bonded ECM (rf. Section II).
However, we also note the charge in the Co-d orbitals
to increase somewhat (≈ 0.1 elem. charge), hinting at
H–O(Sr)–Co hopping of the partially-transferred charge,
which is qualitatively consistent with the slight decrease
(≈ 0.3 µB) in the Co-d MMs. By virtue of this small
increase in the occupation of the hopping-allowed Co-d
orbitals by H-s electrons, hydrogenation suppresses the
Co-d-to-O-p coupling as previously suggested,1 which af-
fects the energy splitting and ordering of the bands, re-
sulting in the exposure of the new CBM of increased s–d
character (Supp. Fig. 10).2 Such suppressed p–d cou-
pling is consistent with the increase in the charge density
around Co, and decreases in Co valence and magneti-
zation, corresponding to the strongly-bonded ECM pro-
posed towards the end of Section II. As such, H-SCO
is best considered to be at the middle-ground between
the two pictures, indicating intermediate strength of the
O(Sr)–H “bonds”, which explains the observed stability
of the H-SCO phase, and the reversibility1 of the H-SCO
and BM-SCO interconversion. This suggests high mo-
bility of H in SCO, which would be invaluable towards
energetic and catalytic applications.
C. Carrier-mediated magnetism
Finally, we proceed to present a proof-of-concept show-
ing how the measured weak FM in H-SCO1 could have
been caused by holes. As a demonstration, we calculated
the FM and AFM cell free energies after the introduc-
tion of a hole and an electron, holding the lattice vectors
constant to better capture the dilute-limit behavior.
As is evident from Table IV, FM is favored upon
the introduction of holes, in contrast to the charge-
neutral case; whereas AFM is favored when the system
is electron-doped, as with the neutral case. This is con-
sistent with the band coupling-model picture of charge
TABLE IV. Table of relative cell free energies ∆F under dif-
ferent spin textures and number change of electrons ∆Ne.
∆Ne FFM (eV) FAFM (eV)
0 (charge-neutral) +0.44 0
+1 (electron-doped) +6.09 +5.84
−1 (hole-doped) −3.56 −3.38
carrier-mediated FM proposed by Dalpian and Wei.36 In
a real-life scenario, such holes could easily have been in-
troduced by lattice defects and/or dopants (e.g. stray
ions), which is almost inevitable in the liquid ion-gated
environment employed in [1]. Further numerical inves-
tigation of point defects in H-SCO would be instructive
towards the understanding of the observed FM.
We also note the possibility of asymmetric (or
Dzyaloshinsky–Moriya)37,38 interaction-mediated effects,
which often give rise to weak measured FM in other-
wise predominantly AFM systems; however, evaluation
of such interaction would require a full non-collinear
treatment of the electron spins, which is beyond the scope
of this investigation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
By a combination of DFT+U investigation, ECM, and
Hubbard model-based arguments, we have analyzed the
structural, electronic and magnetic properties of BM-
SCO and H-SCO. Such a study is fundamental for and
instrumental towards the further refinement, tuning, and
application of the SCO system, which has already shown
promising prospects.
Moreover, by the treatment of the OVCs in SCO, which
are line defects, as inner surfaces, we have successfully
applied ECM to a defect complex in the material bulk.
This may open up a new perspective towards the under-
standing of new materials with similar features.
Particularly, we have shown H-SCO to be an inter-
esting material in its own right, owing to the moderate
bonding strength of the incorporated hydrogen, and the
increased bandgap energy and conduction electron mo-
bility. This may even suggest an entirely new dimension
towards the search and development of new classes of
materials, with incorporated hydrogen as a useful tuning
parameter, both electronically and magnetically.
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